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The postmodernists [Postmodernism is a movement that represents various styles of art, literature and 

philosophy prevalent from the 1960’s till date. It does not have an authoritative definition, simply because 

its main objective is not to define things but to allow them to exist alongside others. Alternatively, one may 

use the word ‘post-modern’ or ‘postmodernist’ to appear intellectual and fancy.]wanted more. Writers with 

autocratic texts and imposed ‘truths’ and poets with singular perspectives - the way the world was going, 

post WW2, people were getting bored of that sort of thing. In a society where concepts of pluralism [Early 

post-modern society experienced a mixing of cultures like never before. People began to accept ‘the others’ 

and as a result, art and literature expanded into various styles simultaneously. Up until now every 

movement had only one characteristic form of art or literature. But with the advent of postmodernism, 

nothing was considered mainstream, and (almost) everything was accepted, if not appreciated.] and 

fragmentation [Like postmodernism, fragmentation can mean ‘n’ number of things and doesn’t have a 

definition. But basically, it is the breaking up of something in various ways for various reasons. Eg: 

Postmodernists’ work isn’t always logical. It is chopped up and skips from one idea to the other or from 

one perspective to the other. This is because they don’t believe an absolute centre or only one right way to 

look at something] were widespread and metanarratives [A metanarrative is an absolute truth or central 

belief around which other truths are formed. It is the story behind a story. In a post-modern world there is 

no one, single, universally agreed principle of knowledge or organisation. According to Lyotard, 

postmodernism is incredulity towards metanarratives.] were disregarded, it was only natural to want 

literature that wasn’t dictative and dogmatic.  

Up until then, fiction was largely two-dimensional (like the pages it was written on) and there was only one 

way of reading a book - left to right, top to bottom, page to page. It was somewhere in the 40s that people 

started considering the fact that a writer doesn’t have to be the one to decide a plot. Instead of narrating 

stories, people saw that they could facilitate them. And so, the world of the word began experimenting with 

new ways to present stories, and new ways to write them too.  

 

 

Would you like to read one of the earliest works that envisioned hyperfiction?  

[Borges’ ‘The Garden of Forking Paths’. Go for it.]  



Writers slowly began creating works that could be read in various ways. There were poetry clusters [‘The 

Book of Hours and Constellations’ by Eugen Gomringer, the father of concrete poetry], each consisting of a 

single-worded poem that could be connected to form different ‘constellations’, there were novels [For 

example, Julio Cortázar’s ‘Hopscotch’ published in 1963 (English edition in 1966) can be read in sequence 

from chapter 1 to 56, (which, Cortázar writes, the reader can do “with a clean conscience”) or by 

‘hopscotching’ through the entire set of 155 chapters according to a given table or by reading only the odd 

or even pages or by choosing chapters in completely random order.] that allowed the reader to choose the 

order of the chapters and there were ‘choose your own adventure’ books [You know, like those Goosebumps 

books we’ve enjoyed as children but are too embarrassed to admit.] where you could be a millionaire or a 

milkman depending on the path you chose. All these works introduced to the reader the unprecedented offer 

of participation.  

But the development of interactive books did not end there. Though the imaginative strategies of alternating 

the flow of a narrative were a breath of fresh air to the world of print, the tyranny of the line still prevailed. 

The idea of allowing readers to pick what they read [Like what I’m doing now!] was just one step towards 

something bigger. What made this type of literature into a whole new (post-modern, if I may) phenomenon 

was something far more scientific.  

The year the ‘The Sound of Music’ movie was released, one Ted Nelson coined a new word – hypertext 

[That word was a hypertext, the system that brought you here is a hyperlink and this is the hyperlinked 

article. Enough said.]. It was from the words ‘hyper’ meaning beyond and ‘text’ meaning, well, text. As he 

pictured it, it was the common name given to ‘branching and responding text’ – text that allowed you to 

travel beyond itself. Basically, he came up with the idea of those clickable words that we encounter oh-so-

often in our wikipedia dependant lives. Soon enough, people were implementing this idea of hypertext for 

all kinds of purposes and once Sir Tim Berners-Lee had come up with the concept of the world wide web in 

1989, the internet as we know it was born.  

This invention of hypertext was the cause for the literary/media revolution of our concern [This is what we 

call New Media – media that can be created only with the help of a computer. Hyperfiction and electronic 

literature, however are only parts of New Media.]. Books could now be read on the internet and this caused 

a paradigm shift in the way people looked at literature. Writers now had the power to transfer their 

narratives to whole new worlds because a web page can take on forms that no book page can. It can hold 

images and sound, it can decide to automatically change its contents when programmed to and above all, it 

can react to the user (or in this case, reader) in more ways than one. Imagine a book that can speak to you. 

Or one that can change its contents depending on the title you chose for it. With all these exciting prospects, 

writers got down to creating what is called hypertext fiction (hyperfiction for short). Essentially, a 

hyperfiction novel (or hypertext poetry) will contain links to other places within the text of the story (or 



poem). But this is just the beginning. Some writers may choose to link the reader to an external video or 

news article that they feel is relevant. The possibilities are endless and there are almost no limitations.  

 

Do you want to know about the first hyperfiction novel?  

[‘Afternoon, a story’ by Michael Joyce, published by Eastgate Systems – the pioneer publisher of 

hyperfiction.]  

Do you want links [http://wordcircuits.com/kendall/poetry/index.html  

http://www.eastgate.com/catalog/Fiction.html  

http://logozoa.com/soothcircuit  

But know this: like any good piece of writing, most hyperfiction comes with a pricetag.]to get started with 

exploring this new media genre?  

Tangentially, you can also check out what is called ‘hypermedia’ – a strong mix of words, images, sound, 

video, animation, younameittheygotit, technology… Some of the best hypermedia/fiction here 

[www.secrettechnology.com/works/everything.htm].  

And when I say almost no limitations, I mean this:  

Electronic literature is a very new genre (the first works online started appearing in the nineties) and it isn’t 

as matured and evolved as print media. So, naturally, there are a lot of glitches that can be treated only 

through time. For example, some people might actually enjoy letting the writer have complete control over 

the narrative. For them, the experience lies in reading just what the writer has to say and not in exploring 

how he wants to say it. The constant clicking and waiting for pages to download may result in a break from 

the fictional world that we are supposed to be immersed in. This isn’t the best thing that can happen to 

someone who reads to unwind and forget about the present. Going back and forth in infinite space [Why we 

could get annoyed reading hypertext literature but not so much with wikipedia, even though both involve 

moving through links is because: With wikipedia, the search for information is self-initiated and thus, more 

driven. With something as leisurely an activity as reading stories, this is not the case. It's almost like being 

asked to trek accross a mountain when all you want to do is look at it.] can get you frustrated enough to 

question why you even cared to read in the first place. And the use of multimedia might come across as a 

lazy way of replacing words. The concept of a novel loses its power when it gets diluted with all these 

allowances. Also, how can you judge a work that never reads the same way twice? These are some of the 

bugs you have to accept and/or get used to with something so radically new and experimental as electronic 

literature.  

http://wordcircuits.com/kendall/poetry/index.html
http://www.eastgate.com/catalog/Fiction.html
http://logozoa.com/soothcircuit


     

But the thing about hyperfiction is this: if you really want to read it and if you are ready to explore its maze-

like structure (“What structure?” you ask?), it can be one of the most liberating literary experiences you can 

have. In it, authors design a story or poem based on connections that they are able to see, and you in turn are 

allowed to explore this web of thought through the connections they offer you. It’s the physical 

manifestation of the writer’s mind as much as it is their work. And you, as a reader, do much more than see 

someone’s work – you see a map of their mind. In this kind of literature, writer and reader become fellow 

travellers of the same textual path, reinventing the story as they go on. There is no beginning or end, just 

pieces of writing that you string together to make your own meanings (or un-meanings, if that’s what you’re 

into) out of. A million paths, a million experiences and a million reasons to enjoy it, hyperfiction is true 

confirmation to the post-modern belief that there needn’t be only one right way of looking at something. 

 

 

 

 

 


